
General Software Maintenance Agreement 

The following software maintenance agreement is an integral part of the contract between the 

Customer and Liland IT GmbH for the maintenance of software against payment of maintenance 

fees. 

1. Subject of the contract 

Liland IT shall undertake the maintenance of the Software under the terms and conditions set out in 

the individual points below. The conclusion of the maintenance agreement is obligatory for this 

software and, unless otherwise agreed, shall be deemed agreed for both parties from the time of 

delivery of the software. 

The maintenance of the software includes: 

 Sending the most recent version of the licensed standard version of the software concerned; 

only the most recent version of the software is maintained. 

 Sending of changes for the existing version, as far as these are not caused by substantial 

changes of legal or other binding regulations. 

 Sending new documentation or adapting existing documentation. 

 Elimination of errors in the software product and in the documentation for which Liland IT is 

responsible, insofar as the value or suitability for pre-suspended use is thereby cancelled or 

substantially reduced. 

 Assistance via the email address support@LilandIT.com 

 Assistance during office hours. Currently Monday to Thursday 8.30-17.00 and Friday 8.30-

12.30. 

The user bears his own telephone costs. Liland IT will accept the fault reports for processing in 

accordance with the office/service hours specified above. Maintenance is carried out during the 

specified service hours. The user must agree to services outside these times with Liland IT for a 

separate fee. 

The development of new programme modules or additional licences is expressly excluded from 

maintenance. Liland IT will offer new modules, connectors or licences to the user separately after 

prior consultation or analysis. All other services, such as system configuration, installation and 

maintenance of hardware, maintenance of software on-site, expansion of the functionality of the 

software at the request of the user, conversion of files, support of databases not belonging to the 

software as well as all services not relating to the software are expressly excluded from the 

maintenance contract in question and are offered or invoiced separately to the user at the hourly 

rate valid at the time. 

Furthermore, Liland IT is not obliged to provide maintenance services if the user deliberately does 

not use the latest version of the software, entrusts third parties with work on the software and uses 

or operates the software improperly due to gross negligence. In this case, Liland IT is entitled to 

withdraw from the contract with immediate effect and is no longer obliged to perform services in the 

sense of this agreement. 

 

 

 

 



2. Obligations of the user 

The user undertakes to train and educate an appropriate number of employees according to the 

technical requirements. Furthermore, the user shall name one employee who is mainly responsible 

for the software in question and is the contact person for Liland IT. 

Areas of responsibility: 

 Training and further education of employees 

 Analysis and development of new requirements 

 Evaluation of possible programme errors 

 Joint development of proposed solutions 

 Checking the user system configuration 

The user also expressly agrees to adapt his system configuration to the necessity of the software or 

software updates. 

3. Duration 

This agreement shall commence with the commissioning of the software unless otherwise agreed 

and shall be deemed concluded for at least one year. The agreement is automatically renewed for a 

further year if it is not terminated under point 4 of this agreement. However, this agreement shall 

not come into effect if the user does not pay the first invoice relating to this contract within 14 days 

of the invoice date. 

4. Termination 

Either party may terminate this agreement by written notice sent by registered mail with three 

months' notice to the end of the financial year. If one of the parties commits a serious breach of 

contract and does not remedy it within 30 days of written notice. The other party has the right to 

terminate the agreement in writing with immediate effect. In any case, the agreement ends if the 

user is more than two months in arrears with the payment of the maintenance fees. After 

termination of the maintenance contract, Liland IT is no longer obliged to perform services in 

concerning this agreement and this also applies to user enquiries which arose before the expiry date 

of the maintenance contract. 

5. Limitation of liability 

Liland IT is not liable for indirect or consequential damages, such as those resulting from the passing 

on of the given information to third parties. Furthermore, Liland IT is not liable for damages due to 

incorrect expenditure, loss of profit, loss of interest, savings not achieved or recourse claims by third 

parties. Nor for the destruction or falsification of recorded data or unforeseeable damages. These 

restrictions do not apply if Liland IT caused the damage intentionally or through gross negligence or is 

based on a breach of essential contractual obligations. 

6. Prohibition of assignment 

A transfer of this contract by way of individual or universal succession and the assignment of claims 

arising from this contract is only possible with prior written consent from Liland IT. 

7. Maintenance fees 

The maintenance fee is fixed per customer and amounts to x% per year of the total list price of all 

licenses, software packages or modules or connectors. Unless otherwise agreed, the maintenance 

fee is due 14 days after the conclusion of the contract without any deduction. Liland IT reserves the 



right to adjust the fees for each new period (one quarter) after prior written notice. If the user uses 

new modules of Liland IT, the maintenance fee will increase in accordance with the purchase price of 

the newly developed software. Liland IT is entitled to increase the flat-rate maintenance fee 

following the consumer price index in the event of increases in wage or material costs or other costs 

occurring after the conclusion of the contract. The cost increase is reflected for the first time in the 

annual tariff for the following year. 

8. General information 

The invalidity of individual provisions of this contract shall not affect the validity of the remaining 

contractual points. All changes or additions to this agreement must be made in writing. If the 

maintenance fees are unpaid or there is a delay in payment on the part of the user, Liland IT shall be 

entitled to reject deliveries and services which affect the contract in question. Klagenfurt shall be 

deemed agreed as the place of jurisdiction. Austrian law shall apply. 

9. Terms and conditions 

The general terms and conditions of Liland IT apply. The user declares that he/she has been expressly 

informed of the General Terms and Conditions attached to the present agreement and that he/she, 

therefore, accepts them in full knowledge of the General Terms and Conditions of Liland IT. 

Conditions of use for Liland WLAN solutions 

The operator of the site offering a Liland WLAN solution and Liland IT GmbH enables the user to use 

the Internet. 

The user undertakes to use this Internet access only in the area provided by the site operator. 

The user undertakes to refrain from any use that endangers public order and security or morality, or 

which violates the law and harasses or frightens other Internet users. In particular, the user 

undertakes not to use this Internet access for file-sharing programs. Furthermore, the User 

undertakes not to use bandwidth excessively, as this Internet access is shared with other users. 

Liland IT GmbH reserves the right to block individual end devices (e.g., laptops, notebooks, PDAs, 

etc.) for the use of the Liland WLAN solution as well as specific ports. 

The user is aware of all risks of the Internet and is solely responsible for its protection (e.g., up-to-

date anti-virus program, non-launching of suspicious programs/files, etc.). Liland IT GmbH assumes 

no liability for errors, malfunctions or damage caused using the Internet via the Liland WLAN solution 

or by configuration changes to the terminal device by the user. Liland IT GmbH does not guarantee 

that the services offered are accessible without interruption and that the desired connections can 

always be established. Compensation for damages of any kind, including consequential damages of 

third parties and damages resulting from claims of third parties, is excluded in any case, as far as 

legally permissible. 


